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ABSTRACT
Automata theory plays a very important role in the field of computer science. A
language accepted by an automaton has been called a regular language in a standard
way. Bifix codes are very important and useful codes in the whole code theory. The
family of bifix codes have been divided into subfamilies such as comma-codes, comma—
free codes and strict intercodes of index m 2 2. In this paper we investigate the
automata which accept variety of bifix codes. The language accepted by an automaton
with one or two states can never be a prefix code or a suffix code. We obtained
characterizations of an automaton with more than two states which accepted a prefix
code and a suffix code. Many characterizations on automata with different number of
states which accept different types of codes, such as bifix codes, infix codes, comma-
codes and comma-free codes were nicely presented in this paper.
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1. Introduction and Definitions

In this paper we assume that the alphabet X contains more than one letter and let
X * be the free monoid generated by X. Every element of X * is called a word or a
string and let X+:Χ * \Η], where 1 is the empty word. Every subset of Χ * is a
language. The cardinality of a language L is denoted by [L]. For L ς Χ*, as usual,
we define the language L* to be L*:{1} UL UL2 U - … -UL“ U * . - and by definition,
Θ*:{1}.


